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We shall be concerned only with separable processes
having independent increments and no fixed points of

THE DISTRIBUTION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONALS

on

STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Lot (Q,B,P) be a probability space and let a

stochastic process x(too), 0,011J defined on (Q,B,p) be
given. Suppose that for some function a(t) defined on

[0,11 the distribution of the stochastic integral

1 )

o
a( Odtx(t 'co)

is desired. Since, in general, the sample functions of
the process are not of bounded variation, it is not

possible to define such an integral for each sample func-

tion as an ordinary Stieltjes integral. We shall,
following Doob [2, p. 426], think of the stochastic in-
tegral as a stochastic limit of finite sums of the form
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discontinuity. For a definition and discussion of these

concepts see Doob [2, pp. 52, 96, 357]. The separability

of the process is needed in order that the integral 1)

shall depend only on a countable, dense set of values of

t in the unit interval. The requirement of independent

increments has the force of insuring that the sum 2) is

in fact a sum of independent random variables.

Heuristically speaking, the absence of fixed points of

discontinuity insures that the increments on the process

appearing in the sums 2) become negligibly small with

probability 1. This latter concept is defined formally

in Chapter III.

The random variables of such processes are infi-

nitely divisible (defined in Chapter II) and the charac-

teristic functions therefore have Levy-Khintchine

canonical representations. The investigation of the

distribution of the stochastic integral 1) is made in

terms of these canonical representations.

Let a separable process [x(tom), 0/t/11 having

independent increments and no fixed points of disconti-
nuity be given. Let [kn, nkli be a sequence of positive

integers with kw, U4 as n (0.1 and put

3) nks aat t" x(116.)



The array

tf ISt4100
1

0

ni Cnonk
9

thus generated is called an infinitesimal array. 0nedenko

and Kolmogorov have published a comprehensive treatment of

the problem of convergence in distribution of the sums

kn
4 ) Cn 0 Cnk

kwl

associated with infinitesimal arrays [31.
If a function s(t) defined on [0,1] is given and if

we put ank 0 a( ) then the convergence in distribution

of the sums 2) is equivalent to convergence in distri-
bution of the sums

kn

Cn ° E *nkCnk
k01

associated with the transformed array

at11 a12t12 ." aik tik

a22 anknkn nni

3
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It is found that a sufficient condition for the con-
vergence of the sums 5) is that aft) be of bounded vari-

ation on (0,1]. In fact, Theorem I gives much more than

this it is a convergence theorem, of which the above

result is only an application. Moreover, Theorem I gives

the form of the limit which in the above application is
the desired distribution.

The array tE-nk 3..01, Ralj need not have been

generated from the process, but could be any sequence

of processes with independent increments which converges

in a certain sense to the process ix(tiom).

Theorem I is, in this sense, an instance of an invariance

principle. Such a device was first used by Kac and Erdas

to obtain the distribution of the supremum on the Wiener

process [4], and was used by Donsker in his method of

functional approximation to obtain convergence theorems

for the distributions of functional' on sequences of
processes for a very general class of functionals [1].

The kind of convergence that is essential in the
proof of Theorem I is due to Kimono and is called uniform

convergence in distribution [5]. This convergence is

convergence of the Livy-Khintchine representations

uniformly on the parameter and does not indicate con-

vergence of the distribution functions uniformly in
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their arguments. It is equivalent to convergence of the
finite dimensional distribution functions and their
characteristic functions uniformly on the parameter.

In Chapter IV conditions are given which extend

Theorem I to yield the same conclusion where the random

variables in the array are not infinite ly divisible.



CHAPTER II

INFDUTE DIVISIBILITY

The present chapter is devoted to the canonical

representations for infinitely divisible random vari-

ables. The Livy-Khintchine representation is extended

to a one parameter family of representations which appear

in a crucial way in the following chapters. For the sake

of completeness, we state

ppANITIpti A random variable (will be said to be

PM/Mk 10finiWY flial4041 if for ovorY integer ral$
C can be represented as the sum of n mutually inde-

pendent, identically distributed random variables.

A distribution function F will be said to be

44Yisible if it is the distribution function

of an infinitely divisible random variable.

A random variable C will be said to be infinitely
dIyisikili if its distribution function is infinitely
divisible.

A characteristic function g will be said to be
Infinitely diyIsAple if it is the characteristic
function of an infinitely divisible distribution function.

6

If C is an infinitely divisible random variable with
distribution function F and characteristic function 401,
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then for each nkl, there exists a distribution function

Fn such that

1) Fn * Fn * * Fn (n factors)

and a characteristic function 9n such that

/ w (Wr)n

The sum of a finite number of independent infinitely

divisible random variables is infinitely divisible, and

the limit in the sense of convergence in distribution of
a convergent sequence of infinitely divisible random

variables is infinitely divisible.

A characterization of infinitely divisible distri-

butions having finite second moments was given by

Kolmogorov and a general canonical form for the logarithm

of an infinitely divisible characteristic function was

later obtained by Livy and Khintchine. For the sake of

logical completeness these two results are stated hero as

Theorems A and B.

rigoRgm A If the distribution function F has a finite

second moment, then a necessary and sufficient condition

that F be infinitely divisible is that there exist a real

constant yo and a- bounded, non-decreasing function Go on



(-00, Go) such that for every real A

log ¶(M) gs
JAY°

+ j( eimI-1-imx)iirdGe(x)

where v is the characteristic function of F.J.

THEORkM B A necessary and sufficient condition that v

be an infinitely divisible characteristic function is
that there exist a real constant y and a bounded non

decreasing function G on (.o, co) such that for every

real A

log v(A) iAy + Pei ifor, )VdG(x).

If G(-,) m 0, then y and G are uniquely determined by v.

For an infinitely divisible distribution v, we shall
call the pair (y,G) determined according to Theorem B

(where G(-QA° In 0) the L-K representation for v.

It is easy to show, by differentiating 4) twice, that
the function G has a finite second moment if and only if

the corresponding distribution function has a finite
second moment. In view of this fact, the next two
theorems will be seen to completely bridge the gap bet

ween Theorem A and Theorem B.

-"Limits of integration will be omitted where the integra-
tion is over the entire range of the variable of integ-
ration.



tion for,.
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THEOREM q A necessary and sufficient condition that 9
be an infinitely divisible characteristic function is
that corresponding to every real number ceo there exist a
real constant yc and a bounded non-decreasing function Gc

on (-.00.(*) such that for every real A,

5) leg '64 imye + peimx.i.
x x ume41

where the integre-id is defined at x00 by continuity to be

. If Gc(-00) = 0, then the corresponding pair

(yeGc) is uniquely determined by 9.

Proof: The proof is put4ti4 jntjtatdjp word for word the
same as the proof given in (3, pp. 76-80) for the theorem
we have called Theorem B. The constant c is introduced in
that proof by writing

Gn(u) n (x)*1,4c x n
m.0C+

in place of the formula that is used there.

As with the L-K representation, for an infinitely
divisible characteristic function 9 and a constant 00,
we shall call the pair (yeGc) determined by in accord-

ance with Theorem C (where G(..00 0) the c-representa-
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IugatiLa Let be en infinitely divisible character-
istic function with L-K representation (y,G). For any

real 00, a necessary and sufficient condition that
(yeGc) be the cd.rtpresentation for is that

r
rc * Y J dG( u

x

7) Gc(x
..4x)

Proof: We fir bt observe that the integrals in 6) and 7)
exist since

14-us
l+clua and

rroitrim IfiT

for all u and since G(u) is bounded and non-decreasing.
G(x) as given by 7) is evidently bounded and non

decreasing, and Gc(som4 0 .

According to Theorem B,

Re[log OA)] * f(cosPx-012-d060

lm(log 964)] * Ay f(sinmx 440/iildG(x) .

Let yc and Gc be given by 6) an 7). Using the

Radon-Nikodym Theorem, we have



pcospx.111+1,0dG (x) Pcosgx-1)k+5xa )+c x x

f(cosgx-1)1*-443(x)

ReClog '(iO]

and also

1+00
+ Psini.4x-14-117). dGc(x)

mit )1+cts*, 1+101 .
AYe + f(singx l+c xa x* 1+c*x6c()"

sy + c x (singx1.4""6-7-r4xx)*ceidG(x)

.1+xsgy + f(sinPx /5r7-7-d6(x)

Im(log (p(g)] .

Therefore,

log 9(.4) * iAyc 1611*x-1- iiilx.)21:edGc(x)

end the condition is sufficient. Necessity follows from

the uniqueness of Gc and yc according to Theorem C, and
the sufficiency above.

It has already been remarked that the limit of a
convergent sequence of infinitely divisible distribution
functions is necessarily infinitely divisible. The re-

sults in the subsequent chapters depend heavily upon the
next theorem which is due to Gnedenko.

11.



oroof: See [3. p. 87].

G(x) G (x) (n 00)

at every continuity point x of G,

lit) G(co) G (0) (n

12

Ifiggigal Let Fn (Av.) and F be infinitely divisible

distribution functions with L-K representations (yoGn)

and (.0G) respectively. Then a necessary and sufficient

condition that Fn F is that



CHAPTER III

LIMIT THEOREMS

DEFINITION The term Amy will be used to mean a
sequence of finite sequences ( nkl) of random

variables and the associated sums
kn

1) CM/ Et,n nk

having the properties

kn 00 (n c')

for every nkl, the random variables

ni11,112 Enk are mutually independent.
n

An array will be said to be an infinitasimal Amy if the
further condition

n"
kgkOpi It 12,14 ". o (11-"10

n

holds for every e>0.

Let ,100110211 be a sequence of finite

sequences of real numbers, and let (Cnk 014k0,10211 be an

infinitesimal array. The central problem in the present

and the succeeding chapters is the investigation of the
convergence of the distribution functions Fn of the sums

13
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a 's which will insure the convergencenk

that the distribution functions
Fn of the sums 1) converge

to F Also, we seek info ation as to the relation

between F* and F

If the ank$s are not uniformly bounded, it is easy

to construct an infinitesimal array such that the trans-
formed array is not infinitesimal. Certain growth con-

ditions must therefore be imposed upon the ank/s in terms

of the array being transformed in order that the trans-
formed array be infinitesimal.

THEOREM F If [ nk ,104knmali is an infinitesimal array

and if the sequence( ankAlklknon2,1) of real numbers is

such that

S
xa

max (a J witlwrik(x)} 01) (n "'cm)34kOn nk

where Fnk is the distribution function of Cnk, then the

the array la E-nk-nk

knCaZaCn nk nk

to a distribution function F* We seek conditio

,1Kkgknonall is infinitesimal

on the

given



Proofs we know (3, p. 963 that for any array with cor-

responding distribution functions Hno a necessary and

sufficient condition that the array be infinitesimal is
that

2) max
11kOn IT111111"(x)

4. 0 (n co

Thus we need only show that this relation holds for F:k

in place of Hnk. Suppose ank700 and let 00 be given

(t<l). Choose N so large that nO implies

and

max (.si
11kgkn "Ink

Then since

<

S

6d170x)rw Ik4t""Plank(x)'n

we find for nes if lankl<1

frf;rd4k(x) x2dFnk(x) 4 dFnk(x)
Iscit lx14

1,7 Plitn 41

15



and if
I ank 111

r * *
ilf;rank(x) frfirdrInk(x) < t

This proves the theorem.

Throughout the remainder of this chapter we shall

restrict our attention to arrays of infinitely divisible
random variables. The general ease will be treated in

the next chapter by means of a Bawly type theorem due to

Gnedenko.

We shall obtain a preliminary result before turning

to the convergence problem.

lliaBfala Let t be an infinitely divisible random
variable with L-K representation (yA), and let a be any

real number. Then the random variable t* at is infi-
nitely divisible and its L-K representation (/*#e) is

given by Y* 0# G(x) : 0 if a 0# and if a ft 0# by

ay + a(i-as) ji+aA6-100u)u

14. *2) G*(x) f ele(xpau)1;41VocW4u)

where the function 0 is defined as

e(zoi) mi I 1 if z>w
I. 0 if zSw f

1)

16



G(x) (A).

From Theorem D and the definition of 0, the equations 5)

are equi,lent to 1) and 2). For 10, the same procedure

yields

G*(x) -4043a a

17

*1 ,
Proofs The conclusion follows from the fact that LW 0

cgma) where and are the characteristic functions of

C41, and C respectively, and from Theorem C and Theorem D.

The result is trivial for a"°. For of° use Theorem C

to get a representation (ya,Ga) for cps

log 411( ) = log gma)

iMayi if (eigEtwiar

For a>01, the transformation x =ex renders this last in-
tegral as

(eimx. f*Vd[a*Ga(V)-
Hence, by Theorem 0, e is infinitely divisible with L-K

representation
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which is the negative of a decreasing function, not satis-

fying the condition G*(-044 = 0 which we require of the

L-K representation. Thus the function-a2G5 (1) must be2

increased by sGa( 00 ), so we put

G(x) = a5CG5(03) Gig)]

which, in view of Theorem D and the definition of 0 is

equivalent to 2) above. This completes the proof of

Theorem G.

THEOR4M H Let (tnk' 10.0nin21) be an array of infi-

nitely divisible random variables with L-K representa-

tions (v and let tank,14kOn sequence.n21) be a seence
frik'Gnk)1

of finite sequences of real numbers. Then a necessary

and sufficient condition that the distribution function

of the sums

kn

C. * Cn nk nk
kel

converge to a distribution function F* is that there

exist a constant y* and a bounded, non-decreasing

function G* on (*000,00) with G* (-00) = 0, such that as
n



kn

2) EI nk(u) G*(a)

at every continuity point x of e and

kn
r .s '1+0 An

E -ilk 1+0 te""dhki.% lim G()*x.
k=1 nk co

The pair (y*,G ) is the L-K representation for the

limiting distribution function F*

Proof: Immediate from Theorem G and Theorem E.

Under certain convergence conditions on the initial

infinitesimal array and on the constants amt. we can use

Theorem H to evaluate G* and y*.

riggiAgm Let itnkaaKknorIlli be an infinitesimal

array of infinitely divisible random variables with L*K
representations ( YnkiGnidt and lot tank PlIkatnonW-i be

a sequence of finite sequences of real numbers.

19



Write

1

an,[knt)+1 Olt<1

[knt)

Ynk i0/1
yn(t) 0 keel

0 Poi
f atilt]

Gnk(u).t41
Gn(t,u) * bel

0 04,t<1
kn

an(t) *
ank teal

s. 00 <U< CO

20

If there exists a function a(t) of bounded variation on
[0,1) with an(t) 8(0 uniformly on [0,1), and a

function y(t) on [0,1) with yn(t) y(t) uniformly on

[0,1), and a bounded function G(tfu) on 0,13x4

with G(1e4e2) 0 and G(to) G(t,u) uniformly in t on

[0,1) at every continuity point u of the function
G(1,u) and with Gn(t, ) G(to) uniformly in t on

(0,1), then the distribution functions of the sums

kn
1) C: E anlJn(

keel



converge to a distribution function F. with L-K repre*

sentation (y',G*) given by

1.:" f (t)dy(t) + if aTiiill!sinucl0 G(tu)

G*(X) ff all(t)8(x.a(t)Oimileglurd6dtG(tou)

where 8 is defined by 3) of Theorem G.

Proofs Let V be the variation of a(t) on [O,1j. For

sufficiently large n we have

from which there follows

max la I I3. 4.1.5.kikn nk

Therefore

sup( max Is k'1
R21 IlkOn 644

is finite. It follows now from Theorem F that the
transformed array is infinitesimal.

The theorem is proved first for the case anke

for all n and k. In this case, 3) may be expressed
SS

max 1.
10kA"ink "kn) 1

2].
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x/a(t)

3') Ge(x) fall(t)f)Avitruilliudt su).

0 aco

The conditions of the theorem imply that G(tou) is non-

decreasing in both variables jointly and is continuous

in t on [Oa) for every u [51. Then since the integrand

is of bounded variation in t end is continuous in us the

integral in 3') is defined. We shall show first that

as n .4)0

kn x/ank4)e r
Y., lk J14,a,uu k( )

G(x)
km1 occ) "^

at every continuity point x of G.

For convenience we write AlcG(tu) for

G(t ,u) G(41,u). The actual dependence on n is
^n

suppressed because n is fixed for each context in which

the abbreviation is used. Similarly, in contexts wherein

n is fixed, we shall abbreviate ank to ak and a(41)

to Ek

The hypotheses imply that Gn(1, al) is bounded:

so we shall put

1 + sup(0(1, °°))
"



k xisn k

An(x) E f ( +114ate

kol - co It
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The proof of the limit relation 4) is broken into
four parts. Put

.2
4.:k0)(1+0)dGnk(u)

kn x/ak

nB(x) 0 I g: 40dOink(u) bk0(tpu)1
kol-00

kn x/ak
C(x) J 1idAG(t,u)

kol x/lk k

kn x/gk

D(x) isEitfs AkG(tpu) G*(x)+8 U
k1

Then 4) is equivalent to

5) lAn(x)+Bn(x)+Cn(x)+Dn(x)1 4' 0 (n -*co)

at continuity points x of G.
First of ally observe that D(x) .0 0 as n -000.

Let xo be a continuity point of G*, and let a>0
be given.

Choose T 1 such that

T and -T are continuity points of G(1su),

I> Ixol,



fd[6n(10)+G(1ou)] < 192(f0/8)
lule

Choose 6>0 such that

I 11:+:0111) a$11:1RIv1 ) 1

for lu-vi<46 and oluA
and such that if xo#0. then

3'1*< # and2vi)aIG*(x0) G*(y)1 4+xm 3

viii) max I

IlkOn

for Rai .

1924

for Ixo-Ylab.

Choose a partition -T uo< ui< us< < um

consisting of continuity points of G(1,u) with

vii) max (uj j1u ) < 6* 2(1+V)11ilm

Then choose N so large that for n2N,

IGn(tiuj) G(t013)1 < 766041+ )(1+141)

j 0.1,....m uniformly in t on [04]

xo-b

k ITU
i n k 1

I E 5 dulikG(tou) -5 f dudtG(to)
kol xo-b 0 x044

11-- 1717k

- f111 < min*kream,(m,+v)(104TO

for

24

32 1-7.j.L+77



xi) ID(x0)1 <

Since xo and 6 are fixed throughout the remainder of

the proof of 5) we shall, for convenience, put

0 219-72t, f 0 211:-12 r(t) 151:1,k ak k ik * t

a alt2.4.112s(t) 0 jail.k ikk ak)
If and poi, then for all real u,

Igit:111:14!od . To see this, differentiate

and find the critical points of the function (u'° and

us l + ) At ustO,

la2.321 < At the other critical points we

find

2. 2 2 414 a
+a u + u as+01-20s13

U

Now observe that the function is continuous and con-

verges to zero as 1111 -000 , so the function attains a

maximum at some critical point and the result follows.

This enables us to estimate An(x0) for no by

kn
1An(x0)1 2]

k* 1.

( u )

25



4 (MON) max lak-ikiaE 1.1,11::da6k(u)loon 9

r (1+0)
11+11uff)(1+12ulifd9nk(u)

ski lul<T

S
1a9-n1(1+0)

E (I+4"14110)4Gnk(u)
luIZT

(9M5(M1+V) + M5(1+T2)(m +V)] max lariki
1<k<kn

dat rdin
37 J"-n

M2(MI+V)(10+15) max lel,
1,041(n^

What we have in fact shown is that for n2N,

lAn(xc)i <

lAntfool <

If xo 0, then c(x) 0. Suppose that

x0#0. The terms for which akm0 do not contribute to the

sums. Let n2P. Split Cn(x0) into two sumst Those terms

Ixolfor which and those terms for which 001(<711.-

)

di- 'al-. A(192 ` 4

26



If a

14/ < T and 212 < T. If xo>01 then itt T and 214L > T.
ak ak ak ak

Therefore

xo/ok

E 1+111ku dtf 1+ 2
tx01

0<ak<015y
x,

kn

, then S < + <*1---- If X<0, thenk 2T k T

fdake(t,u) jedG(1,0
kat]. tuizr lui2T

If x0>0, then by vi)

4
71:6-11e. 32

1/(0443C0+6)1
s(t)

fa idudtG(t,u)
a(t)>1 r(t)

S(t)
(xo-L)* r

2 1+(xo-p rbJ Jdud G
° r(t)

*CO

-21/1 I dudtG(t,u)4+x
oat)

Ge(xo+b) Gli(x0-6)
s(t), 1+0

* Joaa(t)i 1+al(t)uedudt0(tou)
r(t)

Gcti3O1 E SdAkG

k4ar Jule

01)

t,u)

27

e( t)

ers(t)+(x0-5)*
a

1+(xo.r,)g IdudtG(tu)
4041 r(t)



Similarly, if x0<0, then

(x0+6 2
4+x Tati717 1+(x04,03g

Now, for

11)

Therefore,

12)

0k1 2T , there follows from viii),

ak2,

Ixol
°ken"'

Ixo xo I

tak 5k
I < 14-ma <

s(t)
d dtG(t u)u

r(t)

s(t)
4 4 x ddtGtu

x

0 rlt)u
Hence, for

s(t)
f dudtG(t u) < SErfiTET

° r(t)
From x and 9) there follows

kn ik
du/11(G( tot') < 1-441;77kal rk

wak
g: Ak.(t1

x0a
.0

k aku u

k

if( 1311:xdAG(t,u)
k

28



(f-01)

kn fk

(1+V2) J duakG(t,u) < f
rk

From 8) and 12) follows

13) Icn(x0)1<

To deal with 8n(x0). we shall, for convenience, put

f(t,u) 14.a t u
Note that for ful0

xoif
ak

kn
(1.+t) E s(f) as( iktu)1

kat." n

s, 2(1+Ta)(1+V)5

DIfine mflk as follows, for kn, n21

If II < , put
mk

0,
ak

put
Mk

0 m.

xoOtherwise, require u< U1 where °kg mkg m-1.
rak ak mk+

xoPut pk -T) and max(112. p

29



Write

kn pk
Pn(x0) * f f(V) u)du G k(u) AkG(t u)]

k=1 -00 n

kn qk

Qn(x0) m f f( Gnk(u)kG(t.u)]
k=1 T

kn mk uJ

R(") 1[44,u fotalkui.mdG (u)n nkk=1 J*1 uj.1 n

kn k

Sn(x0) =Ef(te.;ui)(Gnk(up G(tsui)]
k=1 J=1 -

kn mk uj

Tn(x°) m 2, 2,
r

(f(k u1.1) f(t11°I)A141044
k=1 J=1 uj.1

kn Mk

u( x) f(1.3.1)[4kG(t,u1.,) (uJ-1))
k=1 j=1 n

xo/ak
f f(tku)du n (u) bk0(to))

mk

where is interpreted to be zero if it occurs.

Then

30

Bn(x0) pn(x0)+Qn(xo)oln(x0)+Sn( *0)+Tn(x0)+Un(z0)+Wn(x )



Nowt kn pk

1%64)1 E f foicuPodu[Gnou) AkG(t,u)]
kari

kn

(1+V') (Gnk(Pk) + iikG(topk)]

(i+vs) E [Gno-T)
kixi

s, (1+Va)(On(1i-T) + G(1e-1))

(1+0) drOn(lou) tt3 < I

IuIt
kn qk

EI fori,oduNtsk(u)
T n

1 (100) Id[Cin(10 G( j)) <
IuIT
kn tij

($)1 17-9FCta E dGnk(u)
ke,1 30.1

kn

1ft E ak)
ke1

AkG(tiou))
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IT(x)1

k kn

E (Gn
Sol kiwi

1914 Gn(liT) 4,1145

V max IGn(iLAsi
SalIlkOn n

("1. )1 192

By moans of Abel's lemma, s(x) can be xpressod

mk kn k

ISn(xo)1 aE {:E { (Gnicui, aiG(tsuj)31
Joel kol 1o1

[f(tIkui.i) - f(f4uj )1

kn

f(liu5.1) (Gnk(uj) buG(tpui)1/1
kol

) tpuj)liftlou -f(fouj.t)1

f(loui.diGn(lfuj) G(1ou5)11

kn

lOttku5)4(fiuj)1}
n kol m

mk(i+V*) sax IGn(louj) G(1 u )1
11.11Mk

mk 760m(l+V4)(1+T1) 2(14N1)(1+Ts)

mk( 1+vs )748m( tpv% (1 Ts ) th
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partition point > instead of d1, for ak
1"k

In exactly the same way lUn(x0)1 < 192

We now have

14) IPn(x0)+Qn(x0)+Rn(xo)+Sn(x0)+Tn(x0)+Un(x0)1 <

Note that by redefining mk as Ak so thatufik is the next

arrive at a statement of the form 14) for the modified

quantitiesn(x0), 0(x0), since we used only the

fact that
umk

was a continuity point of G(1,u) in arriving

at 14). Putting

uak

*n(") f(lelou)du[Gn (u) AkG(t,u)]
akf xo/ak n

we can write
A

Bn(x°) Pntx°)445n(")+11n(a°)+Bn(x°)+Tn(")+11n )44n(a°)*

In view of the above remarks, we see that

IWn(xo) in(x0)1
u.

mk

If(',u)duEGnk(u)- hkG(tou)]

umk

we
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From this follows

uisk

15) E ota,u)dGnk(u) I

Ur

uak

< fg ix )d AkG(tpu)I
akYlPi um

-k

From the choice of the partition points uj and from 11)

we have

1441 * U I <
ik mk sk

Now by 12) and 15)0

and

and

uik

16) E I f(rl4u)dubk(gtpu) < ig .
aka, u n

mk

From 15) and 16) we get

xo/ak

E
1xol

I f(1416,u)dGnk(u) <
kn111,2 --y-

xo/ak

E Ix., f Osukn ,u)duakG(t,u) fg
tarnk

ua 1 <
-k k
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18)

35

These last inequalities give IW ( j < which, together

with 14) yields

17) IBn(x0)1 al

In view of 6), 13), xi) and 17), we have shown that
for net

'An(x0)+8 (xo)+Cn(x0)+0 (x0)1 <

which is equivalent to 5). Therefore 4) is proved.
we shall now prove that as n -*Oa

kn
as r 1414,11 G.(00 4.nk J14.0 us

kiftl nk

In the notation of the proceeding part, this is equi
valent to

IAn100 +n(co) + Dn(001 4. 0 (n V))

We shall arrive at 19) by modifying the proceeding
proof appropriately. The conditions imposed upon G(t,u)

and a(t) insure the existence of the integral

G*(Qu) s fas(t)f dudtG(tsu)

and the possibility of the approximation

1%('0) 1 <

for sufficiently large n.
Now for Bn(00, follow exactly what was done before



Now for no

iii) 1 E IkAky(t) f oft)dy(t)

36

with mk 0 int pk 0 T and qk 00 for

Of course the term
Wn

doss not appear since the summation

index set is empty. This gives, for ne.

113n("41 <

Now 21), 22) and 7) imply 19) and therefore 18) is

proved.

We proceed now to the proof of

ankYnk 141(t)(11(t) (n
kol

The function y is continuous on [0,1] and is tiler*.
fors bounded [5]. Let

Ms 1+ sup ly(t)I
OltIA

Using the notation set up at the beginning, choose

N so large that for n2N,

max 14" - I 1 < e 6k k 3%ms+g)

sup ii(t) y(t)I grtiTT
0,041



kn

gkynkl 'Trawl sax la - g I

kel
k k

{ ms 6d.:07
3(Mb77.1 < 4

Using Abel's lemma again, we find

kn kn

k nk kky(t)
kel kftl

kn k

E {E Eynraiy(t)] E (V).st(f)]
n nkill Pal

+ 5(1) (Ynk-AnkY(t))1
kel

kn

)2 [TAL)-4-))( (f41-0(f)ii
kel n n n

a(1)lyn(1)-y(1)I

2V sup lyn(t)-y(t)i< .
0..Kt.K1

The last two results together with iii) above yield 23) .

We shall now prove that as n oo

Ic

a (I-0 )u
24) /: °144ett dSlk(u) I a(11(1;fai44 tilt

ksol
nk udtG(t1u)«
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!la (1 -141)u
d%k(u) - t+stui dCtil (u)

-

(1 Is u ri (I 0)u
dGnk(u) L duakG(t au)

ku

38

Put g(cim) 0 *WO for c>0 The critical valuesu

of g are easily found for constant c to be at u 0 t .

Since g(c,u) 0 as I ul-6 00 and since g is continuous

in us Igtc.01 Ig(cei)1 0 .

Now, put f(t,u) 0 1")1(1"s+0(t)tt 'l)u and note that if10

lu10, Ivisyt and 04t11, then

If(t,u)4(tsv)1 la(t)1(1+0(0)(1+R***(0)1u-vi

4 V(1-0/1)(1410Vs)lu-v1

Hence f is uniformly continuous in u on (-11,R] uniformly

in t on (0,1] . It is easy to show that a bound on the

variation of f(t,u) on (0,1) , uniform in u on (-ROI], is
V' 0 R3(V+40+0) for it>0

We break up the difference between the two members

of the limit relation 24) as follows: Put

npi (141)u
C Jt+su dti6k6(t*u) fitAlVdtidtG(tou)
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Now, choose 1>1 with -T and T continuity points of
G(1,u) and such that

Idwn(Lu)+G(1,u)) < Ed:NIT for n/1 *
lu12X

ideln(Itu)< for n21

IutT
6(14+MY)

Choose a partition consisting of continuity points
uj of G(1,u), 301,...tm with -Tauo(ul <...<um T

and such that

latex (uruj.i) < 15m1(14, Taps

Then choose N so large that for Rel #

max sup IG.(t,u4) G(t,u )1 < A

11.1sm q041 " 5tm+liT V+4 +Vo)

max Isk4k1 < 61)42(1+16+V4+ V+(l+MIV)MIVT )Wklicn

<

The requirement vi) is possible because of the

existence of the integral in the second term of the right
member of Ch .

We now estimate
An for n2144 .



r ak(1-4) ik( 1411)
25) 'An' ),", .1 itatuff " 144;0 I

lula

n(1-0 I (1411)
Stt+as - ttn-11-11uldGnk(u)ku skukal 11312T

T( 1+44AI V+Va+( 1+M1 V)Mi VTa )fdG ( 1 su ) maxn 3.4con

+ + ifel) can( 1 su

IuIT

Put Pn f(V., )conk(u)- 0(ttu))
koliuur -

kn m uj

QnIf rf(iga,.).4-1,u.ocank(u)
k1 J1

kn

an * 1:f(e4u3)(Gnk(u3) (
Li{G. t tuj

kar1 Pr' "

IukT

IdGn (u)
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kn m uj
sn 2, pfq-k,uj) f(tku)]duilicG(ttu)

km1 3os1 us.1 n

kn m

Tn * (t1103)(4ikG(titu3.1) Gn (u )1J-ikoil 31n
Then for All,

+Q +R +S +T .n nnnnn
For n2N, we obtain

1Pn1 4 (14N41) fdiv ,u)+G(itu)] < ft #
luie

Will V(1+101)(1+T*V11)15mil1:vs1$r fdGn(lou)

IuIT
< 15'

ISnl 4 Vt 10/2 )( 1+1,271144 / f dG(104
jukT

ft

kn
Ian) a E ZEGriff31k1 n

To estimate
Rn and In we shall again invoke Abel's

lemma.

)41(1LAJJ)][f( uj./)-In 31

+ f(iouj )1 (louj)-G(1,11.1)) 1
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4 (mT (1.440+0) + I3(V+400/5)]
max sup 1G (tosa)*G(t.up

1SUP 04t0

<fr
and in an exactly similar way, ITnl<fg . Therefore, we

have < for n224 This result, together with

25) and vi) preceding, yields the conclusion 24).

In view of 24), 23), 18), and 4), Theorem H implies

that Theorem I is true if anke for all n and k.

Suppose now that nk0 for all n and k. Than

"link2P1 and

*a (t) a(t)

uniformly in t on 0,1] . Apply the preceding result to
[("ank)* 101k0 Rai.) to conclude that the distribution

functions of the sums

kn

fin la (.an ) nk
k'1

converge to Ft having L-K representation

yi a(t)dy(t) Ilittl!!;etiVIldildtG(t),u)1

01(x) je5as(t)0(x,-a(t)017,7067 dudtG(t,u) .
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Let *n and cn be the characteristic functions for qn

end tn * qn respectively. We know that in every finite

interval *n(A) *(A) uniformly, where * is the character-

istic function of Fl. Therefore ,n(m) 0 $n(-A) $(../.4)

uniformly in every finite interval, so the distribution
functions of the sums 1) converge to the distribution
function F*(x) 141(..x-). If q is a random variable
with distribution function F1, then F* is the distribu-
tion function of -q. By taking a0-1 in Theorem G, we

find the Lek representation for F* to be

y yi

J a(t)tly(t) fra(t)(1.a*(t))u
i+altt)u* dudtG(t,u)

G(x) = f 8(x,-odGi(u)

fil-o(.x.u)]dGi(u)

Gt(+M4 G,(-x)

ffall(t)(14(-x,*a(t)u))/Ti1ttiardOtG(t,u)

* jfall(t)0(xea(t)u)mitthwicidtG(tpu)

in accordance with 2) and 3) .



For the general case, define

an

if ank > 0

if ank

Jo
if ank 2 0

enk
ank if ank <0

b(t) .fa(t) if a(t) >0
10 if a(t) 4, 0

if a(t) 2 0
c(t) =10

ta(t) if 4(0 < 0 .

Then the bnk's are non-negative, and converge uniformly

to b(t), and the c 's are non-positive and converge uni-

formly to c(t) Put

kn kn

gn s E bnktnk and vn E enktnk
kal keel

so that

Cn qn * vn

since F ow, t are independent, it follows thatni ns

q and v are independent.

The theorem, as we have proved applies separately to

the sums lin and V. Let (yi,G1) and (ys1G3) be the L-K

representations of the limiting distributions corresponding

44



to the sums nn and vn respectively. Then the distribution

functions of the sums tn converge to a distribution func-

tion F* having L-K representation

26)

Evidently

+b t

as well as

+G2

b(t) + c(t) a(t) and

eqii-ectil m a(t)(x-eiti)
1+e(t)u 1+aittiu

1+01
b2(t)e(x,b(t)u)1+12:1(iTur + cg(t)0(x,c(t)u)I1106

as(t)0(x,a(t)u)mitiiiii

These identities, together with 26) complete the

proof of the theorem.
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CHAPTER IV

GENERAL INFINITESIMAL ARRAYS

The principal results of the proceeding chapter were

obtained for arrays of infinitely divisibla random van'.
ablas. Wit shall now extend those results, under certain

conditions, to a more general class of arrays.

laUtainti Let ftnk, /00n, RZ1) be an array, and let

and clink be the distribution function and the charac-Fnk

teristic function for Cnk Write

ank(T) xdFn (x)

Ixl<1
where IA To each random variablenk and 7>0 let

t'nk b. a random variable whose characteristic function

nk satisfies

2) log 94(1) 4* Pei -1)dFnk(x+ank( ))

The array fth, 14kOn n2l) constructed in this way is

called an Assompuying Army.
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Observe that for any array and any .00, the

integrals

ST;Ir dFnk( nk"))

exist and are finite. By writing

Ynk(1) a an ("4) 4. irepr an 60ank(00)

and

r us
Gnk(''x) .1 177 ank(u+'

.Q0

we see from 2) that the random variables of an accom-

panying army are always infinitely divisible.

For the sake of completeness, we state

PEOREM 3 Lot (tnk' 'Wc4kn' n233 be an infinitesimal

array. A necessary and sufficient condition that the

distribution functions of the sums

kn

1) Cn E
kel

converge to a distribution function F is that there

exists a finite IA for which the distribution

functions of the sums
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2)
kn

01n nk
kul

of the corresponding accompanying array converge to F.

Proofs See [3, p. 112]

Theorem 3 allows us to investigate the convergence

in distribution of the sums 1) by studying, instead, the
convergence of the sums 2) of an array of infinitely

divisible random variables.

THEOREM A Let (Cnk 1,0011, n211 be an infinitesimal

array for which the distribution functions of the sums 1)
of Theorem J converge and let lank' 1.0.0e qv.] be
uniformly bounded sequence of finite sequences of real

numbers. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that

the distribution functions of the transformed sums

C: anktnk
kal

converge to a distribution function F* is that there

exists a real IA for which the distribution functions of

the transformed sums
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-ank nk

of the corresponding accompanying array converge to F* .

Proofs Let M>1 be such that

max lak1 1 M (n21) .
10On "

*1For a given '00, let, kikOn, *Abe an accompanyingink
array obtained from the array ( Eank-nk° iKkikn, n>1) . We

shall show that the ratios of the characteristic func-
tions for the sums 2) and the sums

kn

C4" Clac
kwl

converge to unity. By the continuity theorem, the res-

pective sequences of distribution functions will both di.'
verge or will converge to the same limiting distribution
function.

We know that for any infinitesimal array and for

any l>0,

max la(1)I -0 0 00)
1.00n "1"

and if the sums in the array converge in distribution,

then there exists a constant 8>1 such that



for all nal 3 p. 111) . Put

Pnk(%) ankank(I) g:k(%41)

where

$ xdF:k(x)
lx1<%

For convenience in notation we shall suppress dependence

on n and s in what follows, since they remain fixed
throughout the argument.

From 5), we see that
1118X 141 0 (n ao )

15,1cOn

and from 6) follows

knkn
E Ipk1 lakfxdFk(x)I E dF (x)

kol
141x1<%Milekl ksi lx12s

sM 8 (12,1)

we put D 8M(14) and then op and

Then write

kn
E hfir ank(X414*(%)) B

4P1,10 .
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an E ilMakeefkx-1)dF (x+ak)

-igat Pei° -1)4(x+at)j
Then according to 2) at the beginning of tho chapter and
the remark at the beginning of the proof, we need only
show that an + 0 (n co) uniformly in is on ovary finite

interval.
Let TA and t>0 be given. Then considering the real

and imaginary parts of blin separately, we find

kn

'Wan)! * I Scosmakx0k(x+ak)
kel

kn
#k%

m E 2.1 sing(akx +

kn

I I $1114k f sinOelecf
kol

icosgxdF:(014)11

tflMdFk(X+Uk)

( a ) (continued)
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and

11 )

kn
+ E sinApk sinpakxdF0 x+ak)

kol

kn
P

+ I E 2sinsiArka ill x+a )
km1

14w*
TMDv + Tatt, D max 1Pul 4. 14 TD max 01,1

llkSkn ^

kn

'a
fkSiflI43k ScosAakxdFk(x+ak )

k=1.

r2sinagr j sinAskxdFk( x+a )1

kn
ithi3k sint.410

k2e1

kn

E isin.pki5 (1-cosma x)dFk(x+ak)
k**1.

kn

+ 2 siege I sinmakx IdFk( x+ak )
km1
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12) 'An'

kn

E

n1413

+ T max 141 {2 f cwox+k-i1.01kn lixtfe

+ max 11361{111D + T +TM2(
14kSkn

kn
v2

T5M2(1+v2) jr TriF dFk(x+a
kg.112(1<v

+

max1

E Oki
.01kn kul

s. max 113,1 { + 2T 4-111 D TsMs(l+vs) D 4101
kaSkn

for all v>0 and for 1414T . From 10) and 11) there

follows. for v <
2TMD

vs) + 341 TD

53

By virtue of 7) we can find N so large that for n2N,

max IPul < 14.2l.0,0

Thus for no and IgW, .

We have shown that the distribution functions of the
sums 4) and those of the sums 2) either diverge or con-
verge to the same limit. Theorem J is now applied



to the sums 1) and the conclusion follows.
In view of Theorem Kt the hypothesis of infinite

divisibility on the array in Theorem I can be dropped.
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CHAPTER V

APPLICATIONS

As was indicated in the introduction, Theorem I can

be used to calculate the characteristic function of the
stochastic integral

1) y(04 a(t)dtx(tom)

where x(tolm). 0011) is a separable stochastic process

having independent increments and no fixed points of

discontinuity.

In what follows, it will be convenient to have avail-

able a family of unit step functions: Put

u<x 1
qx(u) 1 u2x J

We now apply Theorem I to calculate the distribution

of the integral 1) where ix(tp ce), Olt41) is a Gaussian
process and where a(t) is of bounded variation on [Oa].

To calculate the L-K representation of the integral
1) in this case, we put

3) (ts04t41,a(t)>01 and E. so jtiOstlisa(t)<O).

We know that the L-K representation for a Gaussian

process is given by



y(t) tin

G(t,u) taario(u)

for OKW, where in and a2 are the mean and variance of

x(lro) [8. P. 85]
Thus

fa(t)dy(t) * mfa(t)dt

mis Odt m 0

so that, formula 2) of Theorem I becomes

m fa(t)dt .

The integral

ffall(t)0(xpa(t)u))171-itilurdudtG tou,

is given, for x<0, by

x/a(t)
asfas(t)f--VT-rdnotodt+asfas(t)51+.1+a t u dio(u)dt

E x/a(t)

CQ
a
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. Of 0 dt + oaf 0 dt 0

E+ E.

and for x>O, by



ocx/a(t)
a1Salitt)fiTi;k0110(u)dt+al u dtio(u)dt

E xia(t)

* usf as(t)*lecit+olas(t)lsdt mg fas(t)dt .

Hence by formula 3) of Theorem I,

6) G*(x) aastle(x)fasft)dt .

Thus the distribution of the integral 1) is Gaussian,

with mean

m* = mfa(t)dt

and variance

0** s trafas(t)dt

Suppose that ix(tsm), olt,Kil is a Poisson process

with L-K representation

y(t) tarNy

G(t,u) se tclXianh(u)

where W,K1 and where h and c are positive.

Here, the result differs from that in the Gaussian
case only in that G has its jump at a non-zero value of u.

We find from 2) of Theorem I

cRflildt + cril(t)L1', 2(t)]113
J kl+a*t t )61 frgigrrdt

ChaTTdt
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To evaluate G*, we put

Ex * {t: 8(0 <

for arbitrary real x. Note that

Exn E+ * {tt h <

Exn {t: h > th-T

E:gn {t: h > th-T

Ntn E. * {t: h <

In view of this, 3) of Theorem I gives

G41(X) a 4.1.1*thdt r
e Vh-tintrdt

ExnE+ ExnE-

3

f a t

It appears that a Poisson process can be transformed
into a different kind of process by a linear trans-
formation.
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